Polygon clipping is a frequent operation in Semi-Lagrangian methods, Computer Graphics, GIS, and CAD. Greiner et al 1 developed a time efficient algorithm which could clip arbitrary polygons, including concave and self intersecting polygons. However, the Greiner-Hormann algorithm does not properly handle degenerate cases 2 . We present an extension to the GreinerHormann polygon clipping algorithm which properly deals with degenerate cases. We combine the method proposed by Kim et al 2 and the method mentioned by Liu et al 3 to remove or properly label degenerate cases.
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POLYGON CLIPPING
Polygon clipping can be described as the interaction of a subject polygon and a constraint polygon. Usually polygon clipping refers to polygon intersections, however clipping algorithms can be used to perform other polygon boolean operations such as difference, union, or even xor operations.
APPLICATIONS
• Climate Modeling (Semi-Lagrangian Methods)
GREINER-HORMANN ALGORITHM
The Greiner-Hormann algorithm uses the entry/exit property of intersections to determine the direction of traversal. This property is efficiently determined by observing the start point's inside/outside property compared to the constraint polygon, then the first intersection is labeled appropriately as entry or exit. All subsequent intersections are toggled to be the opposite of the previous intersection. This procedure is repeated for the constraint polygon. Once all intersections are labeled one proceeds to the first intersection and then traverses in the appropriate direction, forward for entry and backward for exit, until the next intersection is reached. Then one switches to the other polygon and traverses in the appropriate direction. This process is repeated until a polygon has been created. v e r t e x = { r e a l x , y ; / * c o o r d i n a t e s * / v e r t e x * n e x t , * p r e v ; / * l i n k p o i n t e r s * / b o o l i s e c t ;
/ * i n t e r s e c t i o n * / b o o l en ;
/ * e n t r y o r e x i t * / v e r t e x * n e i g h b o r ; / * p o i n t e r t o i n t e r s e c t i o n i n a d developed a method to deal with degenerate cases, whereby one would label each intersection one of four labels; en, ex, en/ex, or ex/en. To deal with intersections which were on/on midpoints were used to reduce the problem to previous cases. Finding midpoints can be costly and complicated, especially when clipping spherical polygons where edges are great circle arcs. Liu et al 3 mentioned removing intersections, but didn't expand upon this idea in a corresponding paper.
We developed our own algorithm to deal with these degeneracies by taking a combination of solutions suggested by Kim et al . We will label intersection based on prev and next and remove unnecessary intersections. This method avoids calculating midpoints, but does require checking the label of corresponding neighbor polygon.
For each intersection the prev or next vertex is one of the following cases; in, out, or on. Thus, there are nine cases to consider when labelling a vertex. There are three degenerate cases to deal with; (on,on), (out,out), and (in,in). We will remove these vertices if the neighbor is also of one of these degenerate cases, otherwise we label them appropriately based upon the neighbors label.
Once a label is set, we must then check the label combinations to ensure we don't have the degenerate cases (en,en) or (ex,ex). These cases, if they occur, are removed as intersections. 
CONCLUSIONS
We effectively dealt with degenerate cases which was a limiting factor for the use of the Greiner-Hormann algorithm. The intersection labelling technique employed is less efficient than the original method used by Greiner et al, however degenerate cases are no longer a problem. By combing the methods developed by Kim et al and Liu et al we are able to avoid calculating midpoints, which can be costly and complicated for spherical polygons. Of course, the labelling method presented does require checking neighbor intersection labels and possible subsequent removal of an intersection which may be costly in its own right, especially when polygons have many sides.
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